
OUR APPROACH TO REPORTING

Throughout this report, and in supplementary information on our website, we focus on 
the relationships between factors, both external and internal, that enable Amplats to 
create value.

Financial and several non-financial aspects in this report and in 
our 2016 suite of reports are independently assured. The report 
of the external auditor on our financial statements is on 
page 112, while the report of the external assurer on specific 
non-financial indicators is on pages 131 to 133. 

Assurance

 · International <IR> Framework of the International Integrated 
Reporting Council

 · South African Companies Act 71 2008 (Companies Act)
 · JSE Listings Requirements
 · King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa  

(King IV)
 · Global Reporting Initiative (G4) guidelines
 · Reporting according to AA plc Group S&SD indicators, 

definitions and guidance notes for non-financial indicators. 
These are available on request.

Reporting framework

 · JSE Listings Requirements
 · SAMREC’s guidelines and definitions (2007 edition, as 

amended July 2009)

Reporting framework

Available in print and online as a pdf

Available online as a pdf

OUR BUSINESS: OUR APPROACH TO INTEGRATED REPORTING

In compliance with the three-year external review and audit 
schedule: 
 · Snowden Mining Industry Consultants conducted a detailed 

numerical audit in 2016 of the data gathering, data 
transformation and reporting related to Mineral Resources 
and Ore Reserves for Union Mine

 · Optiro Mining Consultants conducted an assessment of the 
remedial actions put in place as a consequence of the findings 
of the 2015 numerical audit findings at Mogalakwena Mine.

Assurance

INTEGRATED REPORT
Our annual integrated report provides a holistic 
assessment of the group’s ability to create value.

This report includes information extracted from the 
full governance and remuneration report as well as 
from the supplementary report. It includes non-
financial aspects which, if not managed, could have a 
material impact on our performance and on our 
business. 

The report is developed for a wide range of 
stakeholders, including employees, local 
communities, non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs), customers and government. 

The report of the external auditor on our financial statements is 
on page 112.

Assurance

 · International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
 · South African Companies Act 71 2008, as amended
 · Listings Requirements of the JSE. 

Reporting framework

Available online as a pdf

ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The audited annual financial statements present 
statutory and regulatory information required by the 
company’s stock exchange listing.

ORE RESERVES AND MINERAL 
RESOURCES REPORT
In accordance with the Listings Requirements of 
JSE Limited, Amplats prepared its Mineral Resource 
and Ore Reserve Statements for all its operations with 
reference to SAMREC’s guidelines and definitions 
(2007 edition, as amended July 2009). Competent 
persons have been appointed to work on, and assume 
responsibility for, the mineral resource and ore 
reserve statements for all operations and projects, 
as required.
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This integrated report is one of our primary communications with stakeholders. While it is 
prepared mainly for providers of capital and shareholders, financial information is balanced 
with commentary on our most material sustainability issues for a holistic view of the company.
This report covers the 12 months to 31 December 2016 and follows a similar report for the year 
to 31 December 2015.

REPORT BOUNDARY
This report includes disclosure on all entities in our consolidated financial 
statements, but excludes non-financial data on our joint ventures. Rustenburg 
operations are included until 31 October 2016.

For completeness, we also consider threats, opportunities and outcomes 
emanating from other entities or stakeholders with a significant effect on our 
ability to create value. 

ASSURANCE
Financial and several non-financial aspects in this report and in our 2016 suite 
of reports are independently assured. The report of the external auditor on our 
financial statements is on page 112, while the report of the external assurer on 
specific non-financial indicators is on page 131.

REPORT CONTENT
Our material issues are defined as those with the greatest real and potential 
impact – both positive and negative – on achieving our business objectives. 
These may be related to our internal or external environments (page 26), 
significant risks and opportunities identified in our integrated risk management 
process (page 30), or issues that are important to stakeholders (page 34).
In reviewing our material issues, we considered:
 · The views, expectations, interests and concerns conveyed by stakeholders, 

directly and indirectly, formally and informally
 · Peer reports and industry benchmarks

 · Implicit and explicit messages conveyed by strike action and other labour 
relations issues

 · Relevant legislation and regulation, and our commitments
 · Media coverage and market reports on the company, the platinum sector 

and the industry
 · Our values, policies, strategies, systems, goals and targets
 · Significant risks that could affect our success 
 · Views expressed by stakeholders through direct interviews by an external 

party. Targeted participating stakeholders included investors, media and 
market analysts, NGO leaders and customers. 

The prioritisation of our material issues was reviewed and confirmed first by 
the executive committee and then by the board.

Our business model (page 10) illustrates how Amplats considers the capitals 
– financial, human and intellectual, natural, manufactured and social – 
articulated by the IIRC in creating value.

APPROVAL OF REPORT
The board acknowledges its responsibility for ensuring the integrity of the 
integrated report, and has applied its collective mind to the preparation and 
presentation of this report. In our opinion, the 2016 integrated report is 
presented in accordance with the framework of the IIRC.

Valli Moosa Chris Griffith
Chairman Chief executive officer

REPORTING PRINCIPLES AND APPROACH
Our integrated report is guided by the framework of the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), published in December 2013. 
Our disclosure considers the guiding principles of this framework:

RELIABILITY  
AND 

COMPLETENESS
Our chief executive officer 

provides assurance that 
this report includes all 

our material priorities in 
a balanced way, and 

without material error.

STRATEGIC  
FOCUS AND 

FUTURE 
ORIENTATION

Insight on how our strategy 
influences our ability 

to create value in the 
short, medium and 

long term.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Our leaders are accountable 

for the company’s actions, and 
the custodians of our governance 

framework. The leadership section 
(page 70) details our governance 

structures and the key issues 
they dealt with in 2016.

CONNECTIVITY 
OF INFORMATION
This report provides 
a holistic view of the 
company – including 
financial, operational 

and non-financial 
aspects.

See our King III application register on 
www.angloamericanplatinum.com/kingthree/register
For corporate and compliance information, please see administration on page 145.
Other sources of information
Additional information, including detailed disclosure on our sustainability 
performance in our supplementary report.
www.angloamericanplatinum.com/investors/annual-reporting/2016

FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS DISCLAIMER
Certain elements in this integrated report constitute forward looking statements. These are typically identified by terminology such as ‘believes’, ‘expects’, ‘may’, 
‘will’, ‘could’, ‘should’, ‘intends’, ‘estimates’, ‘plans’, ‘assumes’ and ‘anticipates’, or negative variations. Such forward looking statements are subject to a number of 
risks and uncertainties, many beyond the company’s control and all based on the company’s current beliefs and expectations about future events. Such statements 
could cause actual results and performance to differ materially from expected results or performance, expressed or implied. No assurance can be given that such 
future results will be achieved; actual events or results may differ materially as a result of risks and uncertainties facing the company and its subsidiaries. 

OUR APPROACH TO REPORTING continued

OUR BUSINESS: OUR APPROACH TO INTEGRATED REPORTING

CONSISTENCY AND  
COMPARABILITY

Year-on-year comparisons 
demonstrate progress towards 

our strategic 
goals.

For more 
on strategic focus and 
future orientation
see pages 16 to 23

For more on accountability
see pages 76 to 81

For more on reliability and 
completeness see below
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Financial performance

Operational performance

OUR BUSINESS: GROUP PERFORMANCE

GROUP PERFORMANCE
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Net debt

R 7.3bn
R12.8bn2015

2016 R7.3bn

Headline earnings

R1.9bn
(R0.1bn) restated

R1.9bn

2015

2016

Headline earnings per share

713 cents
(48 cents) restated 

713 cents

2015 

2016

Total capital expenditure

R 5.0bn
R5.1bn

R5.0bn

2015

2016

Cash generated by operations

R 13.6bn
R10.9bn restated

R13.6bn

2015

2016

EBIT

R  4.4bn
(R6.9bn)

R4.4bn

2015

2016

Number of fatalities

7
2

7

2015

2016

Total recordable case frequency 
rate (TRCFR)

1.05 
1.52

1.05

2015

2016

Energy consumption measured in 
terajoules

 24,628TJ
25,178TJ

24,628TJ

2015

2016

Total new water use measured in 
Mega metres cubed

 32.69Mm3

33.19Mm3

32.69Mm3

2015

2016

GHG emissions kt CO2 equivalent

5.58kt
5.88kt

5.58kt

2015

2016
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OUR MATERIAL ISSUES

In line with good reporting practice, the content of our integrated report is based on a 
comprehensive materiality assessment that determines what is sufficiently material to the 
company, or any of its key stakeholders, to warrant consideration and explanation.

MATERIAL ISSUE

Safeguarding	our	
employees	and	
communities
Workforce stability

Macro-economic	
environment

Managing	stakeholder	
expectations	and	maximising	
community	benefit
Community issues and stakeholder 
management

Managing	resource	availability		
and	impact
Resource availability and environmental 
performance

Ensuring	business	continuity
Information risk, security and governance 

Meeting	our	commitments	to	
governments	and	society
Legal and regulatory compliance and 
change

OUR BUSINESS: OUR MATERIAL ISSUES

INTERNAL MATERIALITY 
This involves assessing matters that directly affect the operations of 
a business, as discussed at board, committee and operational 
management level. 

Minuted executive discussions were analysed to identify the most 
material issues identified or addressed in the reporting period. Whether 
impacting input costs, material supply, customer demand, productive 
capacity, worker health, safety and retention, or direct environmental 
impact, internal material issues tend to be well known by the company 
through stakeholder engagement, guidance from consultants and 
advisers, or structured management strategy processes. This analysis 
supplemented the assessment of outcomes from the risk or audit 
committee process for risk identification and prioritisation, and adapted 
a materiality process to identify trends, business opportunities and 
emerging societal trends. 

EXTERNAL MATERIALITY
We assess issues that may not currently be affecting the company but could 
pose a future risk. This involves looking at the company, industry, product, 
labour market and reputation to assess the broader context in which Amplats 
functions. It also includes a form of early warning for future issues and their 
resolution. 

An assessment of external issues impacting South Africa, in general, and 
the mining sector in particular, was conducted by analysing media articles, 
research materials, industry benchmarking studies and economic outlook 
reports as well as key stakeholder interviews, to identify gaps between what 
Amplats already considers in determining materiality and what external 
trends are suggesting needs to be considered. 

Stakeholder engagement on material issues
Stakeholder engagement is an important component of the process. 
Throughout the year, input from stakeholders on critical issues filters up to 
the board (or committees) for Amplats to consider via ongoing stakeholder 
engagement at both group and operation level. Towards the end of the 
year, we engage a number of key stakeholders in one-on-one interviews 
to gauge whether material issues identified by the company are aligned to 
issues stakeholders believe are most material to our ongoing success.

The proposed material issues are then presented to the executive team 
and board for debate. Once agreed, a multidisciplinary workshop refines 
the content and ranks issues by potential impact and our ability to 
influence and manage these, forming the basis for our reporting.

Positioning	the	business	for	the	
future
Optimising and/or repositioning assets

External forces affecting operational 
effectiveness

Switch to growth
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Managing	resource	availability		
and	impact
Resource availability and environmental 
performance

Ensuring	business	continuity
Information risk, security and governance 

MATERIAL ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN 2015 STILL 
MATERIAL IN 2016

NEW MATERIAL ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN 
2016 THROUGH MATERIALITY SCANS WHERE THIS IS DISCUSSED 

This is primarily covered in the 
supplementary report on  
pages 3 to 13 and in the CEO’s 
review on pages 12 to 15

This section is primarily 
covered in the integrated report 
on pages 26 and 29. However, 
elements are covered in the 
supplementary report

Detailed in the integrated 
report is the chairman’s report 
(page 6), CEO report (page 12) 
and operational review 
(page 49)

See related material issue in 
supplementary report 
(page 14)

This is detailed in the 
supplementary report on 
pages 24 to 33 and covers 
water, power, air, land

This is covered in the integrated 
report on page 81

These are covered under each 
material issue in the 
supplementary report 
(page 34)

• Labour unrest/people excellence
• Employee indebtedness
• Workforce localisation
• Employee health and safety
• Employee retention and skills shortages

• New market development
• Access to capital

•  Health, safety and environmental 
protection of impacted communities

• CSI and SLP project effectiveness
• Human rights due diligence 

•  Environmental rehabilitation and 
restoration provisions

• Market conditions/commercial excellence

•  Asset repositioning for value
•  Optimising the potential of 

operating assets
•  Capital allocation
•   Modernisation of the 

business

•   Competition and product 
substitution

•   Infrastructure
• Research and development

•   Community protest 
•   High levels of local unemployment
•   Supply chain localisation (and management)
•   Stakeholder engagement and communications
•   Effective integrated reporting and assurance

• Electricity scarcity and rising costs
• Uncontrolled discharges
• Water scarcity
• Environmental impacts 

• New mining charter and regulatory uncertainty
• Ethics and integrity
• Security of tenure (Zimbabwe)
•   Political environment
•   Government effectiveness
•  Say on pay (shareholder resolutions on executive/director 

remuneration)

• IT risk, security and governance
• Business continuity and disaster recovery
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OUR BUSINESS: CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

BUILDING RESILIENCE

Sale of Rustenburg 
operations
Greater community 
benefits

Engaging on vital 
policy matters

Anglo American Platinum has made sound progress in 2016 on repositioning the 
business for the future, in line with its strategy. The completion of the sale of our 
Rustenburg operations is a particularly significant milestone in the review period. 

POSITIONING THE BUSINESS FOR THE FUTURE
Shareholders will recall that we announced a strategy in 2013 centred 
on a fundamental transformation of this business, which included 
embarking on a process to modernise the company. There are 
a number of key elements to this modernisation: consistently 
generating acceptable returns for our stakeholders, changes to labour 
methods and labour relations, mechanising our mining processes and 
ensuring greater benefits for communities in which we operate 
ensuring we reduce our environmental footprint through, for 
example, our zero waste to landfill by 2020 target. Our goal is to 
position Amplats for the future by creating a more socially acceptable, 
sustainable and modern organisation.

To deliver this modernised business would require repositioning our 
portfolio of assets to enable operations to align with elements of the 
strategy. Integral to this process and after a thorough review, we 
decided to retain Mogalakwena, Amandelbult and Unki mines, retain 
the joint-venture or JV operations at BRPM, Modikwa and Mototolo, 
and continue project work at Twickenham, Der Brochen and other 
prospects on the Northern Limb of the Bushveld complex. At the time, 
we also announced we would exit Rustenburg and Union mines, as 
well as our JV interests in Pandora, Kroondal and Bokoni. The proviso 
for all these transactions was an exit price for value.

Pleasing progress was made in 2016, with conclusion of the sale 
of Rustenburg operations to Sibanye Rustenburg Platinum Mines 
Proprietary Limited (a subsidiary of Sibanye Gold Limited) (Sibanye) 
on 1 November 2016, concluding an agreement with Lonmin plc for 
the sale of our 42.5% interest in Pandora Mine and a sale agreement 
with Northam Platinum Limited enabling that company to acquire 
long-dated Amandelbult Mine mineral resources contiguous to its 
Zondereinde Mine for R1 billion. 

Post year end, on 14 February 2017, an agreement was entered into 
with Siyanda Resources Proprietary Limited to acquire our 85% 
interest in Union Mine and our 50.1% interest in Masa Chrome 
Proprietary Limited. This transaction is likely to be concluded by the 
end of 2017 once all conditions precedent have been met. 

All these transactions form an integral part of our modernisation and 
repositioning journey. Further progress will be made in 2017 as we 
determine the optimal manner to exit the Bokoni JV with Atlatsa and 
Kroondal JV with Sibanye and conclude the process on the sale 
agreement with Lonmin/Pandora and Northam/Amandelbult 
mineral resources.

PRICING ENVIRONMENT FOR OUR COMMODITIES
The review period was another challenging year for platinum group 
metal prices, with the average price of each of our major metals falling 
year on year in US dollar terms. At the same time, two of these metals, 
platinum and palladium, recorded fundamental deficits according to 
most major forecasters and our own research. For instance, Johnson 
Matthey’s November PGM market report forecast that palladium 
would be in deficit by 650koz in 2016, while platinum would have a 
deficit of 420koz. 

I raised the question of this underperformance in my message last 
year, citing weak sentiment, slowing Chinese economic growth, 
tightening monetary policy in the USA and elsewhere, and negative 
sentiment on the diesel engine as some of the causes. It seems these 
factors are still casting a shadow over these uniquely useful metals.

Valli Moosa Chairman
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Addressing each of these issues in turn, it is clear that sentiment 
remains negative, partly driven by weak prices themselves in a circular 
fashion, and partly due to the other factors I mentioned. Our view 
remains that these lower prices and reduced expectations of future 
prices have encouraged consumers to run leaner than they might 
otherwise have done, but that this behaviour cannot continue 
indefinitely.

Questions on the quantum of above-ground stocks are linked with this 
issue. Although above-ground stocks of palladium are widely believed 
to be substantial, the metal nonetheless slipped into backwardation 
(the unusual situation in which the spot or cash price of a commodity 
is higher than the forward price) throughout much of November 2016, 
signifying at least a near-term shortage of metal availability and 
contributing to substantial gains in the spot price. This demonstrates 
that the mere existence of metal above ground does not necessarily 
prevent price gains. Without wishing to forecast metal prices 
themselves, this could affect consumer behaviour, making them 
keener to hold onto more normal levels of our metals, which in turn 
could add some buoyancy to PGM prices in the near to medium term.

The approach of tighter monetary policy has been negative for 
US dollar prices of gold and platinum too. While a 25-basis point rise in 
rates at the end of 2016 was unremarkable in historical terms, bond 
yields rose more substantially, depressing some investors’ desire to 
hold precious metals in their portfolio. 

Looking at platinum specifically, there can be little doubt that the final 
two factors, a weaker-than-expected Chinese economy and concern 
over the future of the diesel engine have been particularly negative for 
this metal. Demand for platinum from the Chinese jewellery sector 
plays a very significant role, compounding the impact of this sector’s 
sudden reverse from rapid growth. Consumers have reduced 
purchases of all types of jewellery, including platinum. The overall 
negative impact on demand has been exacerbated by a move from 
stock-building to a reduction in stock across the industry. We take 
some comfort in the fact that Amplats and other producers are 
working through the Platinum Guild International to further entrench 
platinum’s image in this key market.

On the diesel issue, the VW emissions scandal of 2015 clearly 
tarnished the reputation of diesel. The share of this technology among 
new cars sold in Europe seems to have fallen below 50% in 2016 from 
55% only five years ago. However, the rate of change has not 
accelerated and the number of diesel cars sold in Europe actually 
increased year on year. Diesel remains attractive to many consumers 
– particularly those buying larger vehicles – and to carmakers who 
regard it as important in their attempts to improve the greenhouse gas 
efficiency of their fleets. It is a matter of some pride that our metals are 
used to minimise emissions from these vehicles and look set to be 
used in this role for a considerable time to come.

POLICY AND THE PLATINUM INDUSTRY
The platinum mining industry in South Africa remains in a precarious 
financial position owing to continued low PGM prices and the impact 
of rising input cost pressures. Accordingly, we continue to engage 
government, unions and other key stakeholders on vital policy matters 
such as the amendment bill to the Minerals and Petroleum Resources 
Development Act (MPRDA), proposed mining charter III, black 
economic empowerment ownership aspects and section 54 safety 
notice applications. These particular policies all have the potential to 
materially increase the cost of operating and doing business, and put 
already-marginal operations at risk of closing. 

DIVIDEND POSITION
Owing to the net debt position of the company and uncertain 
macroeconomic environment, the board has decided not to declare 
a dividend in 2016.  The board will continue to monitor its capital 
requirements and the balance sheet before considering future 
dividend payments. 

The company’s dividend policy remains unchanged and requires a 
dividend cover on headline earnings of between 2.0 and 3.0 times, 
paid out of net cash generated from operations.

BOARD AND MANAGEMENT
There were no changes to the board in 2016 and I thank my fellow 
directors for applying their minds effectively, their ongoing diligence 
and care in their duties. 

I thank Chris Griffith, the executive and management team and all 
employees for their contribution and commitment in 2016 and for 
the steady progress in repositioning the business for the future.

Valli Moosa
Chairman

Johannesburg
14 February 2017
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OUR BUSINESS: AT A GLANCE

We own and operate two mining complexes in the Bushveld complex: Mogalakwena, and Amandelbult. We 
also operate the Unki Platinum Mine on the Great Dyke in Zimbabwe. We have a number of joint ventures 
(JVs) in which we hold significant interests:

•  Bafokeng-Rasimone Platinum Mine (BRPM) (33%) and the Styldrift project with Royal Bafokeng Platinum
•  The Mototolo Platinum Mine (50%), with the Glencore Kagiso Tiso Platinum Partnership
•  Modikwa Platinum Mine (50%), with African Rainbow Minerals Mining Consortium Limited
•  A pooling-and-sharing agreement with Sibanye Platinum, covering the shallow reserves of the Kroondal 

and Marikana mines
• Bokoni Platinum Mine (49%), with Atlatsa Resources

Our smelting and refining operations treat concentrates from JVs and third parties, as well as our owned 
operations

The Twickenham project was placed on care and maintenance in February 2016, after board approval

The Rustenburg disposal was effective 1 November 2016

Post year end, we announced a sale-and-purchase agreement for Union Mine (see page 45).

WORLD’S LEADING PRIMARY 
PRODUCER OF PGMs
Amplats is the world’s leading primary producer of platinum group metals (PGMs), extracting 
some 37% of new platinum mined globally each year. We mine metals that make modern life 
possible in safe, smart and responsible ways. 

R5.0 billion 
capital expenditure  
(including capitalised 
interest) 

8.9% 
return on average capital 
employed (ROCE)

9.4% 
return on average  
attributable capital  
employed

40,574kt 
milled

3.16g/t  
4E built-up head grade

2,382koz Pt 
M&C1 

1  Platinum in concentrate 
produced and purchased.

34.7 per annum 
refined Pt ounces per 
operating employee

Mined production

R62.0 billion 
net sales revenue

R25,649 per Pt oz
sold  
rand basket price

R56.1 billion 
cost of sales

R23,222 per Pt oz
sold  
cost of sales

R729 per tonne 
milled
cash on-mine costs

R19,545 per Pt oz 
cash operating costs 

R5.9 billion 
gross profit on  
metal sales

9.5%  
gross profit margin

R1,867 million 
headline earnings

R7.3 billion 
net debt

1:3.1 
debt:equity ratio

Financial performance

For more information
see pages 48 to 63

For more information
see pages 113 to 130

2,335koz 
platinum (Pt)

1,464koz  
palladium (Pd)

317koz  
rhodium (Rh)

25,400 tonnes 
nickel (Ni)

14,100 tonnes 
copper (Cu)

For more information
see pages 64 and 65

Refined production
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Bushveld complex

South Africa

Zimbabwe

Amplats is listed on JSE Limited and headquartered in Johannesburg, South Africa. Our 
majority shareholder is Anglo American plc (79.9%). 

Environmental, social and governance (ESG)

7 
fatalities

0.73 per 
200,000 hours 
lost-time injury 
frequency rate

28,250 
employees  
(as at 31 December)

73.6% 
HDSAs in management

19.6kt 
sulfur dioxide emissions

5.579kt 
GHG emissions,  
CO2 equivalents 

29.291Mm3 
water used for primary 
activities (production and 
process)

24,628TJ 
energy used

0  
level 3, 4 and 5 
environmental incidents

R354 million 
corporate social  
investment

For more information
see page 48 and 
Supplementary report 
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OUR BUSINESS: OUR BUSINESS MODEL

OUR BUSINESS MODEL
CAPITAL INPUTS OUR OPERATING PROCESS

Magnetic Concentration 
Plant (MCP)

REFINING

SMELTING

Polokwane

Waterval

Mortimer

UNDERGROUND 
■  Amandelbult 
■ Unki
■ Mototolo JV
■ Modikwa JV
■ BRPM JV
■ Twickenham

Divestment 
■  Union 
■ Bokoni JV 
■ Kroondal
■ Marikana JV (on care- 
 and-maintenance)

MINING

CONCENTRATING

HOW WE CREATE  
SHARED VALUE

PROJECTS
■  Der Brochen
■ Twickenham

THE FIVE CAPITALS  
ARE INTERRELATED WITH OUR  

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES AND  
FUNDAMENTAL TO THE  

LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY  
OF OUR BUSINESS.

FINANCIAL CAPITAL 
Commercial excellence: Executing our 
marketing and commercial strategy to maximise 
value from our basket of metals, and pursue 
effective market development initiatives.

Project excellence: Ensuring efficient investment 
and effective execution of value-accretive projects, 
on time and within budget.

Capital expenditure of R4.7 billion (2015: 
R4.7 billion)

HUMAN AND INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL 
People excellence: Investing in people and skills 
to achieve our strategy.

Collective knowledge and research support 
strategic goals 

NATURAL CAPITAL
Environmental  
excellence: Preventing harm; making a positive 
contribution while operating; and leaving a positive 
legacy after closure.

 
 

Mineral resources, surface land,  
water and energy are critical components  
in sustaining the business 

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL
Mining and processing 
excellence:  
Creating and extracting  
maximum value from  
assets, safely. Achieving  
industry-leading productivity and cost performance  
targets; delivering to plan.

Investing in engineering and technical 
solutions to reduce risk and increase 
efficiency 

Management systems to manage hazards and risk 

SOCIAL CAPITAL
Sustainability excellence: Creating sustainable 
value for all stakeholders – a sustainable business, 
sustainable communities and sustainable 
environments.

Society needs PGMs for industrial, 
environmental and jewellery applications. 
Society ultimately gives Amplats its licence 
to operate and legitimacy
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Total value disbursed directly by Amplats 
R24 billion

Turnover of 8% including VSPs (3.98% excluding 
VSPs) (2015: 3.94%)

Average attrition rate for critical and scarce roles of 
7.88% (7.37% in 2015) excluding VSPs (2015 
restated)

To date 1,237 employees have individual 
development charter based on identified needs 
(2015: 3,156). There is a significant decline in 
numbers because in previous reports, competitive 
numbers were used; in 2015 two shafts were 
closed; and a number of employees left the 
company as a result of restructuring (VSPs).

6.01% of total payroll spent on training and 
development in 2016 (2015: 4.3%)

Progress in technology development to enhance 
mechanisation

CO2 emissions down 5.08%

SO2 emissions up 9.16%

170.2 4E Moz Ore Reserves (including 
Zimbabwe)

831.7 4E Moz Mineral Resources inclusive of 
Ore Reserves (including Zimbabwe)

Beneficiated 
The 2016 local beneficiation volumes are shown on 
the left

Identified sustainability indicators

Public healthcare for the reporting period, a 
total of 11,269 primary care consultations 
were offered, an average of 939 per month

Education (bursaries and graduate in-training 
programmes for 379 people)

Adult basic education and training (ABET) 
provided to 790 employees, 60 contractors 
and 334 community members

A total of 9,258 employees have signed up 
with Nkululeko which represents 145% of 
the original project target of 15% of total AAP 
employees.

Corporate social investment spend 
R354 million (2015: R546 million)

OUTPUTS

Base Metals Refinery 
(BMR)

Sodium
sulfate

Cobalt 
sulfate

Ni Cu

Precious Metals Refinery 
(PMR)

Pt Pd Rh

Au Ru Ir

Cr

Sulfuric 
acid

Amplats Converter 
Process (ACP)

OPEN PIT
■  Mogalakwena (490koz)

■  Rustenburg
■  Pandora JV

R13.8 billion  
to salaries, wages and other benefits, net of tax

R3.6 billion  
to taxation

R1.5 billion  
to providers of debt capital

Rnil 
to shareholders

Seven fatalities 

0.73 LTIFR (2015: 0.98)

23 new cases of noise-induced hearing loss 
(2015:  36)

Energy consumption down 2.2% 
to 24,628 terajoules

Water consumption down 1.5% 
to 32.7 million m3 

Waste to landfill up 13.6% 
to 21.3 kilotonnes

Total refined production

Rhodium
317.4

koz

Palladium 
1,464.2

koz

Platinum
2,334.7

koz
Nickel 
25.4
Mt

Copper
14.1
Mt

Chrome
685.6

Mt

OUTCOMES
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OUR BUSINESS: CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW

CHIEF EXECUTIVE  
OFFICER’S REVIEW

BUILDING RESILIENCE

POSITIONING FOR THE FUTURE

Rustenburg sale complete 
and further key 
agreements announced
STRONG PERFORMANCE

All operations cash 
positive and debt reduced
SAFETY

Tragically 7 fatalities,  
but steady improvement 
in underlying safety 
indicators

In 2016, we have made material progress on delivering against our commitments in the 
company’s revised strategy set in 2013, following the platinum review and our decision to 
move from a volume- to a value-based strategy.  These changes are undoubtedly 
building a more resilient PGM mining business and placing us in a position of strength 
for the future.

In summarising Amplats’ performance for the year to 31 December 
2016, the number of employee fatalities in work-related incidents was 
an immense setback, despite the material improvement in other safety 
indicators. The company’s solid operating performance reflects good 
cost control with unit costs up only 1% for the year. The substantial 
reduction in net debt is positioning our business strongly for the future 
and all operations were cash positive for the year. We made 
demonstrable progress on strategically repositioning the portfolio 
and, notably, we signed a three-year wage agreement with our biggest 
union (the Association of Mineworkers and Construction Union or 
AMCU), without material industrial action, for an increase in line with 
CPI. Equally, I am pleased to inform shareholders that Amplats 
delivered on all guidance parameters we set at the start of 2016. 

DELIVERING ON THE KEY PILLARS OF OUR STRATEGY 
The elements of our modernisation strategy, summarised in the 
chairman’s statement on page 6, are underpinned by three pillars:
 · Operational excellence: • substantially improving operational 

performance across our assets to deliver superior financial returns 
 · Repositioning the portfolio: to ultimately improve our 

operational performance and deliver superior returns for the 
benefit of stakeholders, we need to own and operate only the 
highest-margin assets – those for which we have capital to invest in 
securing a long-term future. Simultaneously, we need to increase 
mechanised production and divest from assets that do not meet the 
elements of our modernisation strategy. Noteworthy progress was 
made in 2016 in repositioning the business, as detailed on page 14

 · Developing the markets for PGMs: investing in developing the 
PGM market to grow demand. 

An overview of the company’s 2016 performance against each of 
these pillars follows.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 
Operationally, a solid performance reflects disciplined cost control for 
a commendable unit cost outcome but the fatalities were particularly 
regrettable and a blemish on our performance, despite the marked 
improvement in other safety indicators.

Safety, health and environment 
Tragically, we lost seven colleagues in work-related incidents during 
the year. Mr Mlamuli Cornelius Kubheka and Mr Mveliso Ntamehlo 
died in a winch incident at Amandelbult (Tumela Mine) on 26 April 
2016. Mr Pieter Henrico was struck by a rock conveyance at 

Rustenburg (Thembelani Mine) on 31 March 2016 and passed away 
on 9 July 2016. Mr Tamsanqa Ngqambiya sustained fatal injuries in 
a fall-of-ground at Rustenburg (Thembelani Mine) on 3 June 2016. 
Mr Amos Mataboge died in a fall-of-ground at Rustenburg 
(Siphumelele Mine) on 5 August 2016, and Mr Nekisile Zibhonti died 
after drilling into explosives at Rustenburg (Thembelani Mine) on 18 
August 2016. Mr Peter Leshoella was fatally injured in a conveyor belt 
incident at Union Mine on 24 October 2016. Our deepest condolences 
go to their families, friends and colleagues. 

This increase in work-related fatalities is particularly disappointing 
given the steady improvement in the underlying safety performance 
indicators in 2016. For example, the LTIFR dropped 26% from 0.98 
in 2015 to 0.73 while the total recordable case injury frequency rate 
(TRCFR) improved 31% from 1.52 in 2015 to 1.05. These rates 
include Rustenburg operations to 31 October 2016.

Chris Griffith Chief executive officer
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The company’s safety strategy, based on zero harm, embeds 
continuous improvement and review processes to incorporate 
learnings and evaluate the effectiveness of strategic focus areas. 
This enables Amplats to continue learning from each incident, with 
measures in place to prevent repeats. Our priority remains to further 
improve the safety strategy and support employees to ensure they 
remain focused and consistent in applying safety measures at all 
times. Particular focus in 2017 will be on ensuring unconditional 
and consistent adherence to critical controls.

We have put in significant effort over the past three years to improve 
disease awareness and the availability of prevention programmes at 
our operations, with a material increase in employee participation in 
the disease management programme. The encouraging uptake of 
antiretroviral treatment has also increased during the year, with a 
significant reduction in HIV/Aids and tuberculosis-related deaths 
reported in 2016. 

In terms of environmental management, there were no serious 
environmental incidents (levels 3 – 5) in the period and we were again 
among the top performers in both the water and the global carbon 
disclosure project. 

Sustainability
The company signed a three-year wage agreement on 27 October 
2016 with AMCU, retrospectively applied from 1 July 2016 when the 
prior agreement ended. The new agreement was extended to the 
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), United Association of South 
Africa (UASA) and non-union affiliated employees in terms of section 
23 of the Labour Relations Act 66 1995. The agreement reflects a 
constructive and collaborative negotiation process, resulting in a 
cost-to-company increase of 6.71% in year one, 6.56% in year two 
and 6.96% in year three, or 6.74% on average over the period – an 
outcome deemed fair to employees and one that ensures a 
sustainable future for the business. In addition, historically our 
increases have been the highest for the lowest level employees 
against management which has enabled us to make progress on 
closing the gap.

In our communities, the pace of delivering on social and labour plan 
(SLP) commitments normalised in 2016 after accelerated investment 
in 2015 to counter prior delays. In South Africa, we invested 
R354 million (2015: R546 million) in community development on 
SLPs and in line with mining charter requirements. Since 2010, 
114 projects have been initiated under SLPs. By the end of 2016, 
107 projects had been completed with the remaining seven projects 
due for completion in 2017. 

With the official completion of the first phase of SLPs (SLP1:2011-
2016), we have developed, submitted and implemented SLP2 
projects for all operations. A total of 96 projects were identified in 
consultation with communities, local municipalities and ratified by 
relevant provincial departments. Implementation is under way, with 
six completed in the review period. 

We recognise the invaluable contribution that mining continues to 
make to South Africa’s economic and social landscape. The mining 
charter provides important guidelines in advancing the transformation 
of our industry, covering a range of pillars – from ownership, mine 
community development and employment equity to living conditions 
and procurement. We are confident we have met the targets set out 
in the current mining charter. 

Operational performance 
Given the strong operational performance, total platinum production 
(both mined and purchased) increased 2% to 2.38 million ounces 
(on a metal-in-concentrate basis) while platinum produced by our 
managed mines, including Twickenham project rose 5% to 956,000 
from 909,000 ounces in 2015 as operational excellence initiatives 
continue to enhance productivity.

Mogalakwena Mine’s stellar performance continued in 2016, with 
production rising 5% to a record 412,000 ounces (including ounces 
from the Baobab concentrator plant) and up over 100,000 ounces in 
three years without any major capital expenditure. Total tonnes mined 
increased 4% to 96 million supported by improved equipment 
efficiencies and increased maintenance reliability. 

Amandelbult Mine’s turnaround strategy also delivered good results 
in 2016, with production up 7% to 467,000 ounces, reflecting 
improved mineable ore reserves and panel-to-crew ratios. The mine 
successfully commissioned a new chrome plant during the year, with 
steady-state production expected from 2017. Production in 2016 was 
2.8 million tonnes of UG2 tailings, yielding 235,000 tonnes of chrome 
concentrate.

Unki Mine had a very strong performance in 2016, increasing 
production 12% to 75,000 ounces, driven by greater productivity and 
improved mining reef cut, resulting in more quality-grade ore being 
delivered to the concentrator and therefore the 4E built-up head 
grade rising to 3.46g/t from 3.22g/t.

Union Mine turned its performance around in 2016. With production 
up 7% to 151,000 platinum ounces through higher stoping 
efficiencies and an increase in low-grade surface ore, despite a 
significant reduction in labour after the restructuring that was 
completed in June 2016 and the impact of the fatal incident. The mine 
also reduced total injuries by 40% and improved its cash on-mine 
costs per platinum ounce by 15% versus 2015.

Total production from the Rustenburg operations decreased 4% from 
478,000 ounces to 460,000 in 2016. Produced platinum ounces to 
the end of October 2016 decreased to 377,000 from 402,000 for the 
comparative 10-month period in 2015. This reflects the impact of fatal 
incidents, section 54 stoppages and operational difficulties. 

Joint-venture operations in 2016 continued to deliver sterling 
performances, with production up 2% year on year to 785,000 
ounces. Modikwa was up 10% to 115,000 ounces, reflecting an 
effective productivity improvement plan; BRPM rose 9% due to 
increased mining of the higher-grade Merensky Reef from North shaft 
phase 3; Kroondal was up 4%, its best performance since inception 
on improved stoping efficiencies; Mototolo rose 2% on increased 
throughput. Bokoni was down 21% to 83,000 ounces due to the 
planned closure of the unprofitable UM2 and Vertical shafts, but 
normalising for the closures, this mine was up 4%.

Total refined platinum production of 2,335koz decreased by 5% 
compared to the 2,459koz in 2015, mainly as a result of the run-out 
at furnace 1 at Waterval smelter in September 2016. This impacted 
refined production by 65koz in 2016, and has led to an increase in 
work-in-process inventory which is expected to be refined in full, 
during 2017. The decrease in refined inventory was also a result of a 
lower stock gain in 2016 than that of 2015’s, by some 70koz. This lower 
pipeline inventory amount led to less material in process to refine. 
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OUR BUSINESS: CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REVIEW 
continued

Refined platinum sales decreased 2% to 2,416,000 ounces, of which 
2,400,000 ounces were sales from refined metal and the balance 
from market activities. Sales were higher than refined production, 
which was supplemented by a drawdown in refined inventory.

Financial performance 
A detailed breakdown of the company’s performance appears in 
the finance director’s report on page 38. In summary, the company 
generated R13.6 billion in cash from operations, including a 
R2.0 billion customer prepayment. Underlying cash from operations 
was R11.6 billion, including R342 million in restructuring costs. These 
cash flows were used to fund capital expenditure of R4.7 billion 
(excluding capitalised interest, including capitalised waste); pay 
taxation of R1.1 billion; settle net interest of R1.4 billion to our debt 
providers and contribute R1.0 billion to funding our joint-venture and 
associate operations in 2016.

2016 saw good cost control across the company and a great unit cost 
outcome for the year. Unit costs per platinum ounce increased 1% 
year on year to R19,545/Pt oz, well below mining inflation of ~8% and 
CPI of 6.4% and within the market guidance range of R19,250 and 
R19,750. 

EBITDA increased by R10.7 billion to a profit of R9.1 billion from a loss 
of R1.6 billion in 2015 due to the prior period impairment and write off 
of assets totalling R10.2 billion. Normalised for the 2015 impairments, 
EBITDA increased from R8.6 billion to R9.1 billion. 

Headline earnings rose to R1.9 billion in 2016 from the restated loss 
of R126 million in 2015, while headline earnings per share rose to 
713 cents from the restated loss of 48 cents in 2015.

Projects and the allocation of capital 
We have a strict capital-allocation policy in place to ensure the best 
use of capital to achieve the highest returns. Our first priority is to 
maintain the core current operations and ensure they are equipped to 
achieve operational excellence. Stay-in-business capital and business 
continuity therefore remain focus areas. The exit of Rustenburg, 
Pandora and now Union will enable Amplats to focus its capital on its 
best assets. The next priority is to deleverage the balance sheet so 
that it is strong enough to manage through the cycle. 

After that, Amplats would like to introduce a sustainable dividend in 
line with the dividend policy.

In the current environment, we have decided to delay any major 
growth projects until the market demands the PGMs and the balance 
sheet allows, certainly post 2017. The operating free cash flow of own 
operations has been improved by reducing the capital intensity of 
stay-in-business capital, without increasing operational risk in future.

If there is any further capital to be allocated, the company will consider 
a reiterative cycle of allocation between further debt reduction, capital 
projects if the market needs the ounces and a further dividend 
distribution. 

STRATEGIC REPOSITIONING OF THE PORTFOLIO 
Amplats has made material progress in 2016 in repositioning the 
portfolio. We aim to own and operate the best assets in the PGM 
industry, consisting of Mogalakwena, Amandelbult, Unki and our 
JV operations – BRPM, Mototolo and Modikwa – and the 
processing assets. 

By completing the sale of the Rustenburg operations in 2016, and 
announcing agreements for the sale of our 42.5% stake in the 
Pandora JV and the disposal of Union and Masa Chrome operations,  
(expected to be completed in 2017), Amplats can focus on the most 
competitive assets, comprising largely open-pit and more 
mechanised operations which will result in higher-margin production, 
a smaller and more highly skilled workforce, safer operations and a 
less complex organisation. As a result, our core operations stand to 
benefit from dedicated management attention and technical 
expertise, as well as our disciplined capital allocation model.

Discussions on the most appropriate manner to exit Bokoni Mine are 
ongoing. We completed a technical review in 2016, in collaboration 
with our JV partner, of the mine extraction strategy and developed a 
path towards a sustainable and optimised operation. Following the 
closure of Vertical and UM2 shafts and reducing headcount by a third, 
Bokoni is implementing its new optimised mine plan, and will close the 
open-pit operations. 

Kroondal Mine continues to generate attractive cash flows for 
Amplats and will only be sold for value. No formal discussions have 
begun as yet although we have signalled that the mine does not form 
part of our strategic portfolio. 

As part of our strategic repositioning, we have focused on an 
innovation strategy to find alternatives for conventional mining and to 
enable our mechanisation strategy. Our aim is for 80% mechanised 
production from the repositioned portfolio. The move to 
mechanisation will ensure these alternative mining methods will be 
safer and more productive, therefore more cost-effective for the 
business. We are focused on finding alternative ways to modernise 
mining in narrow tabular orebodies in the platinum industry by using 
different equipment, methods, layouts and techniques that will 
change the conventional way of mining. Testing this technology 
moved to Twickenham from Bathopele Mine in 2016 following the 
sale of the Rustenburg operations. 

MARKETS AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT 
Pricing environment and market conditions 
The average US dollar basket price for 2016 was $1,753/oz, 8% lower 
than in 2015, while the average rand basket price was R25,649, 6% 
higher than R24,203 in the prior year. The closing platinum spot price 
at 31 December 2016 was $900/oz while the full-year average 
achieved price was $993/oz. Following its weak performance in 2015, 
the palladium price recovered strongly in 2016, particularly in the 
second half, but still recorded a lower annual average year-on-year 
price, down 13%. The closing palladium spot price at 31 December 
2016 was $675/oz while the full-year achieved price was $610/oz. 

Palladium and platinum were, relatively, the best performers as 
underlying demand outweighed supply. Rhodium prices were 
particularly weak due to a substantial surplus. Although many 
commodity prices were boosted in 2016 by Chinese stimulus efforts, 
PGMs suffered again due to weak sentiment, concern over the 
longer-term future of the diesel engine and the potential disruptive 
effect of the battery electric vehicle as well as expectations of 
tightening US economic policy, all of which acted negatively on prices.

The fundamental picture for palladium was in sharp contrast to this 
disappointing price performance. Tax cuts and economic growth in 
China sent car sales and palladium consumption sharply higher. 
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Although exchange-traded fund investors were net palladium sellers, 
outflows were lower than a year earlier. Industrial demand edged 
lower but total gross global demand climbed by 2.4% or 220koz to 
9.38 million ounces. Domestic South African supplies of palladium 
were marginally lower than 2015, but growth in metal from North 
America and Zimbabwe meant that global mine output was also fairly 
stable, rising only by 0.3% to 6.47 million ounces. There was some 
growth in recycling volumes of palladium recovered from 
autocatalysts but this did not return to 2014 levels, meaning that 
palladium was in a strong underlying deficit of 350koz last year.

The picture for platinum was more mixed. While we believe this metal 
was in a small fundamental deficit of 300 – 400koz, weaker Chinese 
jewellery demand in the second half played a major part in driving the 
deficit lower year on year. Automotive demand for platinum edged 
higher, despite concerns over diesel, but faces further headwinds in 
2017. Overall, demand declined marginally year on year (0.9%) to 
8.21 million ounces. 

Investment demand remained strong in 2016 up from 451koz in 2015 
to 487koz in 2016 largely driven by continued buying of platinum bars, 
and to a lesser extent coins, in Japan.

On the supply side, mine output softened marginally, falling 1.8% 
to 6.01 million ounces. Recovery of platinum through recycling 
automotive catalytic converters edged higher and there was more 
significant growth in jewellery recycling in China too, meaning that 
the platinum market was in modest deficit in 2016.

Market development
Against this landscape, it was particularly pleasing to see some 
successes from our marketing and market development activities 
with the launch of new platinum investment products and the 
progress of platinum jewellery as a brand in India under very 
challenging economic conditions.

Our global PGM market development initiatives are clearly focused on 
offsetting the risk of lower demand in existing segments through a mix 
of marketing activities in existing or near-term applications and 
targeted market development in longer-term growth areas, such 
as fuel cells, hydrogen and clean energy generally. South African 
beneficiation objectives form part of our broader market development 
activities. We invest in market development and beneficiation across 
a number of demand segments, using a range of appropriate 
approaches including platinum jewellery market development 
through the Platinum Guild International (PGI), investment demand 
growth for platinum led by the World Platinum Investment Council 
(WPIC) and a PGM investment programme that uses a venture 
capital-type approach to provide start-up or early-stage capital to 
companies working on commercialising technology that uses one or 
more PGMs. Many of these investments have focused on hydrogen, 
fuel cells and clean energy such as the 2016 investments in Greyrock, 
a company developing and commercialising technology to produce 
clean fuels from flare gas, and in United Hydrogen Corporation, which 
is working on low-cost hydrogen, a key issue for the adoption of fuel 
cell vehicles. In addition, we sponsor academic research on the use of 
PGMs at universities in South Africa and elsewhere.

We also continue to work on areas aiding the widespread commercial 
adoption of fuel cells and hydrogen in transport and other sectors. 
This involves a range of activities from investing in companies that 

address specific market development opportunities through the PGM 
investment programme, to engaging with government to ensure 
equitable regulations for these technologies, and assisting in 
demonstration programmes where appropriate. 

OUTLOOK 
Platinum production guidance (metal in concentrate) will be 
2.35 – 2.4 million ounces for 2017, driven by higher purchase of 
concentrate from third parties. Own mine and managed production 
will remain flat year on year. 

We recorded input inflation of around 7.5% in 2016 and cost inflation 
is likely to remain a challenge in 2017. While some costs have been 
mitigated by cost reductions from restructuring the company and 
implementing various initiatives, inflationary pressures from wages 
and electricity remain. 

The decrease in waste stripping capital costs in 2017 at Mogalakwena 
Mine will add around R350 per ounce to unit costs for 2017, as overall 
volume is maintained and a lower amount of volume is capitalised. 
Further initiatives have been identified to reduce the impact of cost 
escalations on the business and we expect the unit cost per platinum 
ounce produced to be between R20,350 and R20,850 in 2017. There 
are no significant restructuring activities envisaged for the year ahead 
as the material operational restructuring is complete. 

The sale of out-of-plan resources at Amandelbult Mine to Northam for 
R1 billion in cash and a second customer prepayment for R1.5 billion 
will be used to reduce debt in 2017.

In terms of the market, we expect the economic environment to 
remain challenging for PGMs in 2017, with prices at relatively low 
levels. Headwinds in the market outlook for platinum suggest that 
overall demand will change little this year. In contrast, palladium is 
expected to remain in substantial deficits over the next five years as 
growth in auto-catalyst demand drives overall demand higher. The 
outlook for rhodium is less positive; although there are signs of 
additional demand developing, this metal is currently in surplus and 
unlikely to move into deficit rapidly.

In closing, I thank my executive team and all our people for their hard 
work in 2016, particularly July Ndlovu, who now heads Anglo 
American Coal SA. We welcomed Gary Humphries as the new head 
of our process division. We are well on our path to successfully 
repositioning this business and building a more resilient 
PGM company, placing us in a position of strength for the future. 

Chris Griffith
Chief executive officer

Johannesburg
14 February 2017
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